This thesis explores using a summary of past speaker behavior to better predict turn transitions.
We believe that the summary features represent an evolving model of the other conversant. For example, speakers who typically use long turns will be likely to use long turns in the future. In addition, speakers with more control of the conversation floor will be less likely to yield the turn.
As the conversational image of the speaker evolves as the conversation progresses, other speakers might adjust their turn taking behavior in response.
We computed two types of summary features that represent the current speaker's past turntaking behavior: relative turn length and relative floor control. Relative turn length measures the current turn length so far (in seconds and words) relative to the speaker's average turn length.
Introduction
Conversations are a frequent form of everyday social interaction and are characterized by a rapid exchange of messages between the conversants. The turn exchange system in human conversation is universal in nature and crosses culture, age and language [21] . According to the seminal work by Sack et al. [35] , only one conversant is usually speaking at any given time, conversants takes turns, and the gap and overlap between turns is kept to a minimum. These attributes apply regardless of turn length (from a single word to a full sentence) and conversation length.
In this work we are interested in the point of possible transition between speakers. To keep the gaps between turns minimal while supporting speaker change, the listener must predict a possible turn transition before the end of the speaker's utterance. Two dominant approaches tried to explain the mechanisms by which the conversation floor is allocated. Duncan [6] suggested that the speaker signals the listener about an upcoming turn transition by using a combination of one or more signals. Another approach, suggested by Sacks et al. [35] , defines the turn allocation process in terms of a set of local rules that are applied at possible turn transition points. Both approaches (signaling and turn allocation rules) are based on phenomena that occur in the last few utterances (for example, the syntactic construct of the turn or the use of an adjacency pair 1 ). This work investigates whether using features that are computed over all past turns can help improve the predictability of turn transitions.
Spoken dialogue systems (SDS) are computer systems that support a conversational speechbased user interface. Users engage in a conversation with the computer to perform a task (for example, information seeking) by using their natural apparatus, the voice. Hence, to be effective and user friendly, an SDS should also adhere to the system of turn exchanges.
Early SDS systems did not contain a turn management component and instead used a fixed
1 Adjacency pairs are a pair of utterances which have the following attributes [37] : (1) adjacent positioning of component utterances, (2) different speakers producing each utterance, (3) the first utterance relates in a specific way to the second utterance thus forming a pair type, for example, Question-Answer.
timeout to detect the end of a user turn. Using a simple timeout led to barge-in situations, in which the system prematurely started to speak during the user's turn. Decreasing the barge-ins by increasing the timeout caused large gaps between turns, where the user waited for the system to speak. To improve this situation, newer SDS systems are incorporating recent findings in humanhuman conversation in their prediction models. For example, features from the latest utterance are used to predict turn transition. Prediction in human-human conversation is based on syntactic [35, 5] , prosodic [10, 7, 8] , and pragmatic cues [9] .
While local features of the latest utterance form an important input for prediction, this thesis postulates that speakers might also use summary features computed over many turns. The summary features form a conversational image of the speaker and contain features that represent the speaker's average behavior over many turns. For example, average turn length measures the length in both time and words of each conversants turn up to this turn. Hence, if the length of the current speaker's turn is more than its average turn length, it is more likely that a turn ending will occur.
Thesis Statement
This work investigates whether summary features based on a speaker's past behavior in a conversation can help improve turn transition prediction. Using the switchboard corpus, we computed for every dialog act in the conversation two summary features: relative turn length of the current turn, and the relative floor control. In addition, after each dialog act in the conversation, we predict whether a turn transition occurred. Our hypothesis is that we can make better turn transitions by using the summary features compared to using only local features.
Approach
To test the effectiveness of the summary features, we used the NXT version of the Switchboard corpus [4, 13] to train random forest models [28] . First we performed data preprocessing in order to merge turn, dialog act and single word information into a single data set. Next, we trained baseline models using local features: current and previous dialog acts. We also trained a model on the summary features as well as a model that includes both the local and the summary features. To measure the predictive power of the different models we use standard model metrics: F1, precision, recall and area under the curve (AUC)
Contribution
Our results show that the summary features improve prediction performance in both area under the curve (AUC), 69.4% vs 66%, and F1, 69.3% vs 57.8%. In addition, the model that was trained on all of the features performs better than the local features model in both AUC, 83.7% vs 81.1%, and F1, 77.5% vs 74.8%. The results show that using summary features helps predict turn transitions.
Dissertation Structure
The rest of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 presents the related work in both human-human and human-computer conversations. Chapter 3 describes the theoretical model that underlies the summary features. Chapter 4 describes the data sources, data preparation and initial data analysis.
Chapter 5 describes our main study in which we compute the long term features over all the turns in each conversations. The chapter compares the baseline models as well as the model that includes the summary features. Finally, in chapter 6 we present the conclusion and future work.
This thesis is based on a paper [27] that was submitted and presented at Interspeech 2016.
Chapter 2 Related Work
This chapter presents work related to turn transition prediction in both human-human conversations and human-computer conversations. Studying human-human turn allocation mechanism might inform us on the inner workings of the system that people use during conversations when regulating turn allocation. This in turn will help guide us in how to implement such mechanisms in spoken dialogue systems.
Human-Human Conversations
Duncan [6] argued that speakers signal when they want the listener to take the turn and presented six signals used by the speaker to accomplish this: intonation, drawl on the final syllable, body motion, sociocentric sequence, drop in pitch or loudness, and syntax. Kendon [19] For example, a controlling conversant (with a high relative floor control score) might self select 6 thinking that the other conversant will not take turn.
In addition to the turn allocation system, Sacks et al. also suggested that turn construction units (TCU) should support projection of turn-ends by the participants. The projectability attribute was later extended to other features of the speaker's utterance: (syntactic [35] , prosodic [10] and pragmatic [10, 9] ). Our work augments the local utterance features with summary features that can be used to improve projectablity.
The work of Selfridge and Heeman [39] on turn bidding suggests that each conversant measures the importance of their potential contribution when negotiating the right to the conversation floor.
Their work is based on the fact that 1) the importance of speaking is the primary motivation behind turn-taking behavior, and (2) conversants use turn cue strength to bid for the turn based on this importance. Our work suggests that contestants might use summary features to signal the strength of the bid. For example conversants will take turn longer than their average if they want to signal turn importance.
Wilson et al. [46] explored the role of entrainment in turn taking. They proposed there is entrainment of endogenous oscillators in the brains of the speaker and the listener on the basis of the speaker's syllabus production. In their model, the speaker and the listener are counterphased so that speech overlaps and gaps are minimized. Although our work does not imply cyclic synchronization between speaker and listener, we do suggest that each conversant creates a conversation image of the other conversant and uses it during turn transition.
The importance of using dialog acts was emphasized by a very recent study of Garrod and Pickering [12] . The study suggested that turn production is a multi-stage process in which the listener performs simultaneous comprehension of the existing turn as well as production of the new turn content. They suggested that the first step in the process is dialog act recognition, which is done as soon as possible and acts as the basis for the listener's turn articulation and production.
In our study we use dialog act as the main turn component.
Human-Computer Conversations
As recent advances in machine learning reduce speech recognition error rates, the problem of turn taking in SDS rises in importance [18] . Traditional SDS systems use a simple silence timeout approach to trigger turn transitions. This creates three issues [1] : first, the model might not be robust enough in a noisy environment (for example when driving); second, if the timeout is too short, the system might detect intra-turn pauses (for example, the user pausing to think) as a turn transition and will cut into the user's turn; and third, if the timeout is too long the system will wait too long to take the turn, resulting in large gaps between turns.
Recent studies tried to improve over the simple threshold model by using machine learning to train models based on features derived from the latest utterance. As different studies use a variety of features, we will focus on those that are similar to our summary features.
Gravano and Hirschberg [15] In a more recent study, Nishitha and Rodney [16] used a model based on N grams of dialog acts to predict turn transitions. They trained decision tree models using the switchboard data. As features, they contrasted the use of the previous dialog act, the previous two dialog acts and the previous three dialog acts. They also contrasted whether to indicate if there is a speaker change between the previous dialog acts. They achieved an F1 measure of 0.67 for the model that use the previous two dialog acts. In our work, we base our baseline models on the previous dialog act and the previous two dialog acts. We also mapped the switchboard dialog acts from 148 dialog acts down to 9 to reduce data dimensionality. The prediction performance of our baseline model is comparable to their results.
Chapter 3 Theoretical model
This chapter aims to provide a more formal description of our turn taking model. First we present a formal definition of a conversation, turn changes and local features. Next we present the formulas to compute the summary features: relative turn length and relative floor control.
Local Features
We define a conversation as a sequence of dialogue acts d 1 . . . d N , where d i is uttered by speaker s i . We write this as the following sequence:
We denote whether there was a turn transition with y i . A turn transition occurs when the speaker s i is different from speaker s i−1 . Hence, (1) can be also be viewed as a sequence of dialog acts d i followed by turn transitions y i :
In our first baseline model, we try to predict the turn transition value y i+1 based only on the latest dialog act d i . In our second baseline model, we try to predict turn transition y i+1 based on the latest two dialog acts: d i−1 and d i .
Summary Features
As discussed in the introduction, we introduce two types of summary features in this paper: relative turn length (rt i ) and relative floor control (rc i ). These features are used in predicting whether there is a change in speaker y i+1 after dialogue act d i .
To compute the summary features at dialogue act d i , we introduce some notation. Let S i to be the set of complete turns of speaker s i that are prior to the turn that d i is in. Let t i represent the turn so far that d i is in, up to d i but no subsequent dialogue acts. Let length(t) be the length of a turn or a partial turn starting from the beginning of the first dialog act in the turn, and up to the end of the last dialog act. We measure length in seconds (or words). To compute the relative turn length of turn t i we first compute the average length of all the turns in S i
3)
The relative turn length summary feature of t i , denoted as rt i , measures the percent of the length of the turn t i so far, relative to the average turn length up to t i of the current speaker s i (but not including t i ).
Note that we calculate two versions of rt i : in seconds and in words. The purpose of rt i is to let the listener, in predicting turn changes, take into account whether the current speaker is exceeding his or her average turn length. 
Note that we also calculate rc i in seconds and in words. Participants can use the relative floor control as a means to determine if one speaker is controlling the conversation; a controlling speaker will probably be less inclined to give up the floor.
We use these two summary features in the summary model and full model, as described in Chapter 5.
Chapter 4 Data
To evaluate the importance of the summary features in predicting turn transitions we used the 2010 version of the switchboard corpus [4] , which is based on the original release [14] .
The switchboard corpus is the first large collection of phone conversations and was collected in The current corpus contains multiple types of annotations for each conversation. We used the turn annotations to assign turns to speakers and mark the turn start and end points. We used the dialog act annotations to assign dialog acts to turns such that each turn interval contain all the dialog acts that occured between turn start and turn end. Next, we used the token annotations to assigned words to dialog acts and to compute the overall number of words within each dialog act. Figure 4 .1 shows our data pipeline. Data is imported from the NXT switchboard corpus [4] into a graph database [45] . Figure 4 .2 shows the data structure as it is represented inside the graph database. For each conversation, the conversation entities (words, dialog acts and turns) are represented as edges between time points, which are represented as vertices. The structure leads to a direct computation of the summary features using the graph query language.
Data Preparation
After computing the summary features, we perform the following data transformation:
We exclude 11 dialogue acts that were coded in Switchboard as "other." We filtered out all the dialogs that had data integrity issues, for example dialog acts that referred to non existent terminals. This decrease the number of conversations from 624 to 310 conversations consisting of 60595 dialog acts.
To reduce data sparsity, we grouped switchboard dialog acts into dialog act classes. This reduced the number of dialog acts from 148 to 9 dialog act classes. See Table 1 for examples of the mapping.
We added a binary y i+1 feature to each dialog act. As explained in Section 3, the variable is 1
if there is a turn change from dialogue act d i to d i+1 . 
Data Exploration
In this section we explore the distribution of the independent data variables and their relationships with turn taking (which is the dependent variable) We visualized the data using the python seaborn library, which is based on matplotlib. The data set for the visualization contains a row for each dialog act. For each dialog act we measure its length, and the values of the summary features (Relative turn length and Relative turn control). The independent variable denotes whether a turn change occurred after the dialog act. The variables are summarized in Table 4 
Influence of Summary Features on Turn-Taking
In this section we explore how the summary features, defined in Section 3.2, affect turn-taking.
To measure the influence of relative turn length on turn taking, we first remove all the dialog acts that occurred in the first 120s of each dialog, as their relative turn lengths are not based on as much dialog history as the later ones, and so will not be as reliable. This leaves us with 42,721 dialog acts. We then divide the range of relative turn values into buckets and counted the number of dialog acts (regardless of their type) that led to a turn change and the total number of dialog acts for each bucket. We compute the probability of a turn change by dividing the former by the latter. As can be seen in Figure 4 .3, the chance of turn change is higher when the speaker has the floor for smaller values of relative turn length. The really small relative turn lengths (0-15%) are probably back channels. We also observe that as the speaker has the floor for more time, the speaker tends to hold it. The above finding is actually is opposite of our hypothesis that we stated in the introduction, in which we assumed that if a speaker's turn so far is less than her/her average then he/she would tend to keep speaking, and vice verse, if the speaker passed his/her average turn length he/she would tend to give up the turn. However, based on 4.3, we see the exact opposite. We will explore this difference further in Section 4.2.4. None-the-less, we do see that this feature carries information, which can be used by machine learning, even though it is opposite of what we expected.
Next we measure the relation between values of relative floor control and probability of turn change. As with relative turn length, we only include dialog acts after 120s into the conversation.
We also divide the range of relative floor control into buckets such that each bucket contains roughly the same number of dialogs acts. We then count the number of dialog acts (regardless of the type) that led to a turn change and the total dialog acts for each bucket. Last, we compute the probability of a turn change by dividing the former by the latter. The result is shown in Figure   4 .4. As we hypothesized in the introduction, we observe that high values of floor control correlate with the willingness of the current speaker to give up the turn. When the speaker has relative floor control scores above 50% the speaker tends to keep the floor and avoid a turn change. 
Influence of Dialogue Acts Types
Next we explore the influence of dialog acts types (which are the local features in the theoretical model) on turn changes. First we compute the distribution of dialog acts type over all the dialog acts in corpus. Figure 4 .5 plots the distribution of each dialog act in the corpus. Each bar is a count of the dialog act type, divided by the total number of dialog acts. We observe that the majority of dialog acts are statements, backchannels and opinions. This might be due to the nature of the switchboard corpus, which consists mainly of casual conversations.
Next we measure the correlation between dialog act type and the probability of a turn change.
In Figure 4 .6, each bar measures the number of times a turn change occurred after a dialog act type divided by the total number of dialog acts of this type: the probability that a dialog act of the said type will lead to a turn change. We observe that the majority of back channels and questions (which are usually the first utterance in an question-answer adjacency pair) will lead to a turn change. 
Dialogue Act Types and Summary Features
In this section we explore how the summary features are distributed for each dialog act. Moreover, we look at the score distribution for dialog acts that are followed by a turn change and ones that do not. In Figure 4 .7, we see that, for most dialog act types, the median relative turn length that led to a turn change is smaller than when it does not. This suggests that speakers who are using the floor more than their average turn length will tend to hold the floor even longer. This is consistent with our finding from Section that longer relative turn lengths result in a lower rate of turn-changes, but shows that it holds across speech act types as well. Next we measure the relative floor control score for each type of dialog act. In Figure 4 .8, for each dialog act we show the distribution of relative floor control for acts that lead to turn changes and acts that do not. We see that for most of the dialog acts, the median score is about equal and close to 50%. We also observe that the median for relative floor control is slightly higher for each dialogue act when it not followed by a turn change, than when it is. Again, this is consistent with our earlier result that higher values for relative floor control tend to lead to less turn-changes, but
here we see that it also applies to each dialog act.
Explanation of the correlation between Relative turn length and turn changes
Our initial hypothesis 1 was that low relative turn change would lead to a speaker holding the floor, and high relative turn change would lead to a turn change. However, in section 4.2.3, we
reported that the relative turn length feature was giving us the opposite effect. We found that the Also, the speaker will likely keep the floor when speaking more than the average turn length.
We suspect that the reason that our initial hypothesis proved to be incorrect is due to the nature of the corpus. Figure 4 .9 shows the actual distribution of turn lengths (in seconds).
First we explain why dialog acts with small relative turn length will more likely lead to a turn change. We suspect that the set of short turns is composed of turns with a single dialog act.
Moreover, this dialog act is likely to be back channel or an answer, both of which have low relative turn length, see figure 4.7. If we look at figure 4.6, we can see that the chance of a back channel or a answer causing a turn change is 60-80%. From both observation we can conclude that a short dialog act with low relative turn length will likely to lead to a turn change.
On the other end, we want to explain why high relative turn length would not lead to a turn change. This can be attributed to the structure of the distribution curve of figure 4.9, which has a long flat tail. Hence if the speaker spoke for high relative turn length, the chance that the current dialog act will lead to a turn change are smaller and smaller and hence the speaker will likely keep the floor. 
Classification Models
To test the contribution of the summary features, we used two types of binary classifiers with y i as the outcome variable. We trained four models for each classifier, which used the following sets of features:
baseline 1: Predict turn transition based only on the current dialog act label.
baseline 2: Predict turn transition based on the labels of the current and previous dialog acts.
summary model: Predict turn transition using just the summary features.
full model: Predict turn transition using the summary features and the current and previous dialog acts.
For the first classifier, we used random forests to build the binary classifiers (N = 200) [3] .
Random forests build an ensemble of decision trees during training, and during testing, each decision tree votes on the outcome. Like decision trees, they can account for interactions between variables, such as making greater use of the summary features when the current speech act is not a question. Random forests though are not as sensitive to overfitting and data fragmentation.
For the second classifier we used gradient boosting [11] . The gradient boosting classifier uses a combination of a loss function and weak classifiers to create an ensemble of weak classifiers, which perform a majority vote. At each step of the classifier boosting, the weight of hard to classify examples is boosted, such that new weak classifiers are trained on the hard to classify data.
We performed 10 fold-labeled cross validations. We made sure that each conversation was entirely in a single fold. This way, each dialogue was entirely used for training or testing, but never for both at the same time.
Metrics
To evaluate our hypothesis, we use the trained models to predict the turn taking behavior in our data. We than compare the predictions against the truth values. The results are shown in the confusion matrix shown in Based on the confusion matrix, we compute the following metrics for each model:
Accuracy measures how many dialog acts are classified correctly out of the total dialog acts.
Precision measures how accurate the classifier is for the dialog acts that caused turn change; i.e., how many dialog acts that were classified as causing a turn change, did in fact led to a turn change.
Recall measures how many dialog acts that predicted turn change were detected by the classifier.
In order to have one measurement which encompass both recall and precision, we compute F1, which is the harmonic mean of recall and precision.
Note that there is a trade off between recall and precision: if we want to increase recall we will reduce precision. To measure this tradeoff, we will use ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic)
curves. The ROC curve measures the true positive rate or recall, against the false positive rate (FPR). When comparing different ROC curves, we measure the area under the curve (AUC).
Results
We first analyze the results in terms of accuracy: how often the models correctly predicted whether a turn transition occurred; in other words, how often the model predicts the correct value of y i+1 . Table 5 .2 shows the results of training a random forest of 200 trees for each model using 10 folds cross validation. We see that using the summary features provides better accuracy than baseline 1, which use only the current dialog act (65.54% vs 62.79%). In addition, using the full model yields an absolute improvement of over 1.08% in the accuracy. In addition, baseline 1 has high precision, but very low recall. Using only the summary model improves recall and decreases precision, but leading to a higher F1 score and overall better performance. Using the full model improves precision, which means that dialog acts that were considered to lead to turn transitions are classified correctly. If we use the full model, we lose precision (over baseline 2 model), but gain recall, leading to the highest F1 score and the best performance. Table 5 .3: Precision, recall and F1 results using Gradient boost classifier
Sensitivity to Mesurement Start Time
In Meshorer and Heeman [27] , we assumed that it take 120 seconds for the conversational image to form. So we only test our results on dialogue acts that happen more than 120 seconds into each conversation. We now evaluate this assumption by building models based on different starting times, ranging from 0s to 180s. For the smaller start times, we also have more data, as we start analyzing the performance of our models earlier in the dialogues. This is why the results for baseline 1 and 2 also differ with the start times.
The results are shown in Relative turn length should capture whether one or both of the speakers tends to hold the turn over multiple utterances, while relative floor control captures whether one speaker is dominating the conversation. Both of these factors should influence who will speak next.
In evaluating our model on data from the Switchboard corpus, we find that our summary features on their own do better than just using the previous speech act (accuracy of 66.14% vs 60.26%). We also find that when we add these features to a model that uses the last two speech acts, we also see an improvement (76.05% vs 74.43%). These results show the potential of modeling speakers' past turn-taking behavior in predicting upcoming turn-transitions. Better modeling of turn-taking should lead to more natural and efficient spoken dialogue systems.
Future Direction
In this work, the local features that we considered in our baseline model were just the last two speech acts. Other work on turn-taking prediction use a richer set of local features, such as syntactic [6, 35, 10, 5, 25, 2] , prosodic [6, 10, 41, 8, 5, 32, 31, 17, 2] , pragmatic [10, 12, 31] , semantic [31] and non-verbal [19] . In future work, it would be good to evaluate the contribution of our summary features with a richer set of local features.
In our work, we evaluated our model on the Switchboard corpus. In future work, it would also be good to evaluate our summary features on other corpora, especially task-based dialogues.
Tasks in which there is a difference in the role of the user and system, such as in Trains [?], should benefit from modeling the past turn-taking behavior of each speaker.
In our work, we computed the relative turn length and relative speaker control using the turn length average as computed over all the previous turns. In future work, it would be interesting to use a simple moving average (measured over multiple window widths) as well as an exponential moving average.
Our work treated back-channels as counting toward turn-taking events: if conversant A makes a statement, then conversant B back channel, and then A makes another statement, we count B's back channel as a full turn. However, there is not a clear consensus in the research community that back channels should be treated as independent turns. Our treatment of back channels as turns is partially responsible for the large number of short turns that we observed in Figure 4 .9.
This probably contributed to our finding that smaller values for relative turn length result in a greater chance for a turn change, which is opposite from what we expected. Future work should investigate the correlation between turn length and turn changes when back channels are not counted as independent turns.
More generally, the summary features introduced in this work represent just one aspect of the conversational image of the user. Future work should try to "summarize" other local features by creating the average value of a local feature over past turns. For example, we can compute relative speech rate, or relative use of stereotyped expressions.
